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1. GjlV flying towards Burma jungle 

2. gfAV Sunderland flying boat flying over jungle 1 

7 

6 

5, Shot flying boat about to land on river— - *5 

3. SV Sunderland in air 

4. 

6. GV flying boat landing on river 5 

7. lT7 motor raft coming alongisde Sunderland to collect supplies „ ^ ® 

8. LV moro* raft alongside Sunderland unloading supplies 5 

9. ST unloading supplies onto motor raft ® 

10. GV motor raft with supplies leaving Sunderland 7 

11. SV ditto 
_ c - r- r^o, 

12.HTV motor raft arriving back from front tith wounded soldiers 

13. SV motor raft with wounded soldiers coming alongside Sunderland 5 

14. LV soldiers getting into Sunderland from raft 
-

15. SV ditto 

16. GV Sunderland taking off from lake 

17. Angle shot Sunderland flying boat 

18. GAV flying over Burma jungle 

Total length 

RAID aTsMMB*. 
X5« carrier 
1$. GV British aircraft/and battleship at sea 

20. GV aircraft carrier with planes on deck 

21^ TV Corsair coming up on lift on cariier 

22. LV men. pushing Corsair plane* with wings folded along deck v 

23. SV ditto 

244_T¥ Tfian overhauling Barracuda plane ^ 

25. SV hoisting 4 500 pound bomb up on Barracuda 

26.$CU cranking up bomb 

271 CV bomb under wing ^ 

n 28. GV plane taking off from carrier 

29*5TV Barracudas taking off pan to back view 

19 
30. SV pan another Barracuda taking off 
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5 

4 

5 
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3 

5 

10 
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/? JLs 
31. GV fleet Air Jim plane a In air - g 

q (( 32. SVilnteriar navigation officer working out course of raid 5 

33. CU ditto v ' ' 4 

34. SBV officers looking thru glasses on bridge 5 

35. Vt alteraft carrier and battleship at sea 5 

36. GV Barracudas coming back from raid coming in to "land 3 

p 37. aircraft carrier and plane landing 5 

38. STV Corsair plane tipping up on its nose on deck 5 

39. LT aircraft carrier and plane 1 aiding 6 
(ky ' x 

40. JSr plane landing on carrier 5 

41. Angle shot looking up under carrier as plane lands 5 

12. GV battleship and carrier at sea guns from carrier in foreground 5 

43. GV battleship and carrier at sea ^ ^ ? 

total length..... 

FADE TO 

Combat material 

44. 8th army Air Force ground straffing military installations end 
attacking enemy aircraft ' ^ \ 0 « 

FADE TO 

B.A.F. Bomb prison at Amiens. 

45. SV Group Captain P.O. Pickard, D.S.O. talking to paratroopers ~ )|7 7£ 

46« GV pan Mosquitos lined up on drome 10 

47. SV Group Captain Pickard patting on flying gear 5 

48. Angle shot prop turning on Mosquito 4 

49. SV pan Mosquito taxiing away 5 

50. LV another Mosquito taxiing aw/a* 5 

a _ 33 

i 
52. Shot of model prison used far briefing the crew ^K*t>' * ^ 

53. Slow run thru to bomb the prison — 1® 
»v 1 

54. Still shot showing arrows pointing to Nazi prison guard quarters 
covered with smoke and arrow pointing to breached wall 19 

55. GV reconnaissance photograph taken some time after raid showing 
wrecked prison surrounded by fields covered in snow 



Accent on Air War (contd.) 

56. LV from ground showing prison and wrecked opening in wall 

57. ST ditto 

SLIP PAN 

58. STY wreath laying on Group Captain Pickard'a grave in France 

59. CU wreath on g*ave 

&AT Squadron of Mosquitos flying in foimation XXKK L ^ 60 

FADE OUT. A Hi  
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